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In this paper we will use the coincidence degree to give an existence result of
periodic solutions for the scalar Lienard equations with singular forces of repulsiveÂ
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1. INTRODUCTION
 .This paper is motivated by the works of seeking strictly positive
w2p-periodic solutions of the Brillouin electron beam focusing system 2, 5,
x15 ,
b d
x0 q a 1 q cos t x s 9 s , 1.1 .  . /x dt
where a and b are positive parameters.
 .Equation 1.1 is a singular perturbation of the Mathieu equation
x0 q a 1 q cos t x s 0. .
 . w xBy analyzing the phase plane of Eq. 1.1 , Ding 5 proved that when
w x  2 .a F 1r16, and then Ye and Wang 15 proved that when a - 2r p q 4 ,
 .Eq. 1.1 has at least one positive 2p-periodic solution. Meanwhile the
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 w x.electricians think the same conclusion also holds when a - 1r4 see 2 .
In this paper we will study the existence of positive T-periodic solutions
of the singular Lienard equationÂ
x0 q f x x9 q g t , x s 0, 1.2 .  .  .
x 0 s x T , x9 0 s x9 T , 1.3 .  .  .  .  .
w x  . 1where f : R ª R is continuous, and g : 0, T = 0, ` ª R is an L -
Caratheodory function in the following sense:Â
 .  .1 t ¬ g t, x is measurable for each x ) 0;
 .  . w x2 x ¬ g t, x is continuous for a.e. t g 0, T ; and
 . 1 . w .3 for any 0 - a - b there is h* g L 0, T ; R , R s 0, ` , suchq q
that
w xg t , x F h* t , a.e. t g 0, T , ; a F x F b. .  .
 .  .Roughly speaking, Eq. 1.2 is singular at 0 means that g t, x becomes
q  . unbounded when x ª 0 . We say that Eq. 1.2 is of attractive type resp.
.  .   . . qrepulsive type if g t, x ª q` resp. g t, x ª y` when x ª 0 .
Different from differential equations without singularities, we should
 .consider both the singularities at the infinity and at the origin for Eq. 1.2 .
 .The existence of positive T-periodic solutions of Eq. 1.2 needs a good
 .balance between the forcing term g t, x at the infinity and at the origin;
see the following figure:
¤ yg ª ª yg ¤
0 x ` 0 x `
attractive type repulsive type
Existence and multiplicity of periodic solutions for conservative systems
with singularities are extensively studied by the calculus of variations in the
 w x.large see 1, 14 because of their background in celestial mechanics.
w xAnother approach to this problem is coincidence degree 11 . Due to the
wduality theorems developed recently by Capietto, Mawhin, and Zanolin 3,
x11, 12 , it is clear now which systems are simpler from the viewpoint of
coincidence degree.
Based on the principle of upper and lower solutions, which is proved by
w x wcoincidence degree, Habets and Sanchez 8, Theorem 1 and Mawhin 12,
xTheorem 6.1 have a good explanation for the existence of positive T-peri-
 .odic solutions of Eq. 1.2 in the attractive case. However, from the
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 .literature I have seen, the repulsive case of Eq. 1.2 has not been solved
 .adequately. Most authors only considered the forcing term g t, x of the
form
g t , x s g x q h t , .  .  .
 . 1 . w xwhere g : 0, ` ª R is continuous, and h g L 0, T ; see 10, 8, 12 and the
references therein.
For the existence problem of positive T-periodic solutions of the repul-
sive equation
xY q f x x9 q g x s h t , 1.4 .  .  .  .
we list some results in the literature.
w xLazer and Solimini 10, Theorem 3.12 mainly dealt with the equation
1
x0 y s h t , 1.5 .  .gx
 .where g G 1. Thus the infinity is not a singularity of Eq. 1.5 in essence. It
 w x.is interesting that the ``strong force condition'' see Gordon 6 g G 1 is
w xalso necessary in some sense; see 10, Theorem 4.1 .
 . 2 .In Eq. 1.4 , if h g L 0, T and a strict dissipation is presented, i.e., f
 .  .satisfies either f x G a ) 0 for all x ) 0, or f x F ya - 0 for all x ) 0,
w xTheorem 3 of 8 shows that there is no restriction on g at the infinity.
w xThus 8, Theorem 3 can be applied to the equation
a
dx0 q f x x9 q bx y s h t , 1.6 .  .  .gx
where a, b ) 0, g G 1, d ) 0. However, for the general dissipation term
 . w x  .f x x9, Theorem 4 of 8 essentially assumes that g x is bounded from
 .upper, which means that x s ` is not a singularity of Eq. 1.4 . These
w xresults have been generalized to the higher dimensional case 9 .
 . 1 .  .In Eq. 1.4 , if h g L 0, T and f x ' c s constant, Theorem 6.2 of
w x  .  .12 gives an existence result for the problem 1.4 ] 1.3 . However, a
 .  .growing restriction on g x at x s ` is necessary, i.e., g x F ax q b with
a ) 0 sufficiently small.
 .Since Eq. 1.1 is not of the type considered in the literature above, in
w xthis paper we will follow the idea of Mawhin 12 and give an existence
 .  .result for general f x and those g t, x which are essentially autonomous
at the singularity x s 0. A more precise statement of this concept and the
main result are given in Section 2. Of course a growing restriction on g at
x s ` is also necessary in these cases. Theorem 2 of this paper can be
typically applied to the equations
a
x0 q f x x9 q w t x y s h t , 1.7 .  .  .  .gx
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 . 1 .  .where f g C R, R , w, h g L 0, T , w t G 0, a ) 0, g G 1. The proofs
are given in Section 3. In Section 4 we will return to the conservative case
 .  . wof Eq. 1.2 , i.e., f x ' 0. As an example, we will improve the results in 5,
x  .15 for Eq. 1.1 .
2. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT
Let us introduce the abstract theorem that will be used.
 .Let X, Z be real normed spaces and L: D L ; X ª Z be a linear
Fredholm operator of index zero. Assume that V ; X is an open bounded
set and N: V ª Z is an L-compact mapping. Then the coincidence
 .  .degree D L q N, V is well defined if L q N x / 0 for all x g ­ V lL
 . w xD L , see 11, 12 . We will need the following result of Mawhin.
w xTHEOREM 1 12, Theorem 2.4 . Let L, N be as abo¨e. Assume that the
following conditions are satisfied:
 .  . w  . . x  .i Lx q lNx / 0, for all x, l g D L _ ker L l ­ V = 0, 1 ;
 .ii Nx f Im L for each x g ker L l ­ V;
 .  < .iii D QN , V l ker L / 0, where Q: Z ª Z is a continuousker L0
projector such that ker Q s Im L and D is the Brouwer degree.0
 .Then the equation Lx q Nx s 0 has at least one solution in D L l V.
< < pIn the following we use ? to denote the L -norm in the spacep
p . p . 1 .L 0, T s L 0, T ; R , 1 F p F `. For h g L 0, T , the mean value is
denoted by
1 T
h s h t dt . .HT 0
 .  .Now we consider the periodic boundary value problem 1.2 ] 1.3 when
 .g t, x is of repulsive type. Let
1 T
g x s g t , x dt , x ) 0. .  .HT 0
Assume that
g t , x .
w t s lim sup .
xxªq`
w x 1 .exists uniformly a.e. t g 0, T , i.e., for any « ) 0 there is g g L 0, T«
such that
g t , x F w t q « x q g t 2.1 .  .  .  . . «
w x 1 .for all x ) 0 and a.e. t g 0, T . Moreover w g L 0, T .
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In order to apply Theorem 1 we need the following assumptions on g.
 .  .g1 Balance Condition There exist constants 0 - R - R such that1 2
if x is a positive continuous T-periodic function satisfying
T
g t , x t dt s 0, . .H
0
then
R F x t F R .1 2
w xfor some t g 0, T .
 .  .  .  .g2 Degree Condition g x - 0 for all 0 - x - R , and g x ) 01
for all x ) R .2
 .  .  .  .  .g3 Decomposition Condition g t, x s g x q g t, x , where g0 1 0
 . . w x w . 1g C 0, ` , R and g : 0, T = 0, ` ª R is an L -Caratheodory functionÂ1
 .  .in the following sense: g satisfies conditions 1 , 2 in Section 1 and1
 . 1 .3 9 for any b ) 0 there is h g L 0, T ; R such thatb q
w xg t , x F h t , a.e. t g 0, T , ;0 F x F b. .  .1 b
 .  . 1  .g4 Strong Force Condition at x s 0 H g x dx s y`.0 0
The following is the main result of this paper.
 .  .THEOREM 2. Assume that g1 ] g4 are satisfied. If g satisfies further
 .  .g5 Small Force Condition at x s `
’3
q q< <w - w t s max w t , 0 2.2 .  .  . . .1 T
 .then Eq. 1.2 has at least one strictly positi¨ e T-periodic solution.
 .  .  .Remarks 1. 1 The decomposition condition g3 means that Eq. 1.2
is essentially autonomous at x s 0.
 .2 In general, the balance condition and the degree condition are not
independent.
 .3 Assume that
a
g t , x s w t x y y h t , .  .  .gx
1 .  .where a ) 0, g G 1, w, h g L 0, T , and w t G 0 for all t. It is easy to
 .  .check that g satisfies g1 ] g4 if w k 0; and when w ' 0 then g satisfies
 .  .g1 ] g4 if and only if h - 0.
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3. PROOFS
In the following, F: R ª R is a fixed continuous function.
1 .  .LEMMA 1. Let h g L 0, T with h s 0. If x t is positi¨ e, T-periodic,
and satisfies
w xy x0 q F x x9 s h t a.e. on 0, T , 3.1 .  .  . .
then
T T
q< < < < < <x F x t q h s x t q h 3.2 .  .  .` 1 1’ ’12 3
w xfor all t g 0, T . Furthermore,
< < < <x9 F C h , 3.3 .` 1
where
T
C s 1 q max F u . .’ < <12 0FuF x `
Proof. Denote x s x q y. Then y is T-periodic and y s 0. Using the
 .boundary condition 1.3 , we have
T T 22 < <y x0 q F x x9 x dt s x9 dt s y9 . . .H H 2
0 0
 .Thus it follows from Eq. 3.1 that
T T2< <u9 s hx dt s h x q y dt .2 H H
0 0
T
< < < <s hy dt F h y . 3.4 .H 1 `
0
 w x.By the Sobolev inequality see 13, p. 9
T2 2< < < <y F y9 ,` 212
 .we deduce from 3.4 that
T
< < < <y F h , 3.5 .` 112
T
< < < <y9 F h . 3.6 .(2 112
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w x  .Fix any t g 0, T . Using the Cauchy inequality and 3.6 , we have, for
w xany t g 0, T ,
t ’ < <x t s x t q x9 s ds F x t q T x9 .  .  .  .H 2
t
T’ < < < <s x t q T y9 F x t q h . .  .2 1’12
q< < < <Note that h s 2 h because h s 0. Thus we have the required in-1 1
 .  .  .equality 3.2 . Now it follows from 3.1 and 3.6 that
< < < <x0 s y h y F x x9 .1 1
< < < <F h q x9 max F u .1 1
< <0FuF x `
’< < < <F h q T x9 max F u .1 2
< <0FuF x `
< <F C h . 3.7 .1
 . w xAs x is T-periodic, thus x9 t# s 0 for some t# g 0, T . Hence for any
w xt g 0, T we have
t
< <x9 t s x0 s dx F x0 . .  .H 1
t#
 .  .Now 3.3 follows from 3.7 .
 .  .Now we consider the following homotopy equation of 1.2 ] 1.3 :
x0 q l f x x9 q g t , x s 0, l g 0, 1 , 3.8 .  .   . .
x 0 s x T , x9 0 s x9 T . 3.9 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .LEMMA 2. Assume g1 . Then any positi¨ e solution x of 3.8 ] 3.9
satisfies
R F x t F R .1 2
w xfor some t g 0, T .
 . w xProof. Integration of 3.8 on 0, T yields
T
g t , x t dt s 0. . .H
0
 .So the lemma directly follows from g1 .
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 .  .LEMMA 3. Assume that g1 and g5 . Then there exists positi¨ e con-
 .stants R , R independent of x and l such that any positi¨ e solution x of3 4
 .  .3.8 ] 3.9 satisfies
< < < <x F R , x9 F lR . 3.10 .` `3 4
 .  .  .Proof. In order to apply Lemma 1, let F x s l f x and h t s
  ..  . 1 .  .lg t, x t in Eq. 3.1 . For any e ) 0 let g g L 0, T be as in 2.1 . Thus«
we have
q q qh t F l w t q « x t q g t . .  .  .  . . «
Therefore
q q q< < < < < < < <h F l w q T« x q g . .1 1 ` 1«
By Lemmas 1 and 2 we get
T
q< < < <x F R q h` 12 ’3
T
q q< < < < < <F R q l w q T« x q g . .1 ` 12 «’3
 .Thus if g is satisfied, we can take « ) 0 sufficiently small and get5
T T
q q< < < < < <x F R q g 1 y w q T« [ R . .` 1 12 « 3 /’ ’3 3
Obviously R is independent of x and l.3
 .Moreover, by 3.3 we can obtain
< <x9 F lR ,` 4
where
T
q q< < < <R s 1 q max f u ? 2 w q T« R q g .  .1 14 3 «’ 0FuFR12 3
is also independent of x and l.
 .In order to obtain the lower estimates for m s min x t , we needt gw0, T x
 .  .the decomposition condition g3 and the strong force condition g4 .
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 4. Assume that g1 , g5 , g3 , and g4 . Then there exists a
 .  .constant R ) 0 such that for any positi¨ e solution x of 3.8 ] 3.9 we ha¨e5
w xx t G R , ; t g 0, T . 3.11 .  .5
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 .  .Proof. Multiplying 3.8 by x9 t we get
x0 x9 q l f x x92 q l g x q g t , x x9 s 0. 3.12 .  .  .  . .0 1
w x  .Let t g 0, T be as in Lemma 2. For any t F t F T , we integrate 3.12
w xon t , t and get
 .x t
l g u du .H 0
 .x t
t
s l g x s x9 s ds .  . .H 0
t
t2 2 21 1s x9 t y x9 t y l f x s x9 s ds .  .  .  . .H2 2
t
t
y l g s, x s x9 s ds. 3.13 .  .  . .H 1
t
 .By 3.10 we have
2 2 2x9 t F l R , . 4
t 2 2 2f x s x9 s ds F l R T max f u , .  .  . .H 4
0FuFRt 3
t
< <g s, x s x9 s ds F lR h , .  . .H 11 4 R 3
t
1 .  .where h g L 0, T is as in g3 .R 3
 .From these inequalities we can derive from 3.13 that
 .x t
g u du F R .H 0 6
 .x t
for some constant R which is independent on l, x, and t.6
w xProceeding now as in the proof of 12, Theorem 6.2 , one can use the
 .strong force condition g4 to find some R ) 0 such that5
w xx t G R , ; t g t , T . . 5
w xThe case t g 0, t can be treated similarly. Thus the lemma is proved.
 w x 1  .Proof of Theorem 2. Let X s x: 0, T ª R is C and satisfies x 0 s
 .  .  .4 1 1 .x T , x9 0 s x9 T , endowed with the C -norm. Let Z s L 0, T ; R with
the L1-norm.
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 .  w x4Let D L s x g X : x9 is absolutely continuous on 0, T and
 .L: D L ª Z be the operator defined by
w xLx t s x0 t , a.e. t g 0, T . .  .  .
Then L is a Fredholm operator of index zero. Moreover
 4ker L s x g X : x s constant ( R;
T
Im L s h g Z : h t dt s 0 . .H 5
0
Define the projector Q: Z ª Z by
1 T
Qh s h t dt. .HT 0
Then Q satisfies ker Q s Im L.
 .  .From 3.10 and 3.11 , we let
w xV s x g X : E - x t - E and x9 t - E for all t g 0, T , 4 .  .1 2 3
 .  .where 0 - E - min R , R , E ) max R , R and E ) R .1 5 1 2 3 2 3 4
Define N: V ª Z by
Nx t s f x t x9 t q g t , x t . .  .  .  .  . .  .
 .  .Then the problem 1.2 ] 1.3 is equivalent to solving the operator equation
Lx q Nx s 0. 3.14 .
 .  .Lemmas 3 and 4 show that the conditions i and ii of Theorem 1 are
satisfied. For x s constant g ker L, x ) 0, we have
1 T
QNx s g t , x dt s g x . .  .HT 0
 .Now the degree condition g2 shows that
<D QN , V l ker L s 1. .ker L0
 .  .Thus the condition iii of Theorem 1 is also verified. Therefore Eq. 3.14
has at least one solution in V, which is a positive T-periodic solution of
 .  .1.2 ] 1.3 .
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4. CONSERVATIVE SYSTEMS
 .  .In this section we consider the conservative case of 1.2 ] 1.3 , i.e., the
boundary value problem,
x0 q g t , x s 0, 4.1 .  .
x 0 s x T , x9 0 s x9 T , 4.2 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .where g satisfies g1 ] g4 in Section 2.
 .  .  .For 2p-periodic solutions of 1.1 , let T s 2p and w t s a 1 q cos t .
 .  .By 2.2 in Theorem 2 we know that 1.1 has a positive 2p-periodic
2 2’ ’  .solution if a - 3 rT s 3 r 4p . This result is not better than that in
w x5 . In the following we will give the method how to improve the results in
w x  .5, 15 . For simplicity we only consider a special example of Eq. 4.1 ,
a
x0 q w t x s q h t , 4.3 .  .  .gx
1 .  .where a ) 0, g G 1, w, h g L 0, T , and w t G 0 and w k 0.
Let us begin with the auxiliary problem
w xyx0 s H t , a.e. t g 0, T , 4.4 .  .
x 0 s x T , x9 0 s x9 T , 4.5 .  .  .  .  .
1 .  .  .where H g L 0, T with H s 0. From 4.4 ] 4.5 we have
T
x t s c q k t , s H s ds, 4.6 .  .  .  .H
0
where
s T y t rT , 0 F s F t F T .
k t , s s .  t T y s rT , 0 F t F s F T .
is the Green function.
 .Thus it follows from 4.6 that
T
x t s x t q k t , s y k t , s H s ds .  .  .  .  . .H
0
w xfor all t, t g 0, T .
As H s 0 we have
T
x t s x t q k t , s y k t , s y m H s ds 4.7 .  .  .  .  .  . .H
0
for any constant m.
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In the following we always take
m s m t , t s min k t , s y k t , s .  .  . .
0FsFT
s k t , t y k t , t .  .
t y t T y t rT , t F t , .  .
s  t y t trT , t F t . .
Let
K t , t , s s k t , s y k t , s y m t , t , 0 F t , t , s F T . .  .  .  .
Then
T
min K t , t , s s 0, max K t , t , s s . .  .
4t , t , s t , t , s
 .Now 4.7 can be rewritten as
T
x t s x t q K t , t , s H s ds 4.8 .  .  .  .  .H
0
w xfor all t, t g 0, T .
 .  .Let us now consider the problem 4.3 ] 4.2 . As in Section 3 we
 .introduce the homotopy equation for Eq. 4.3
a
x0 q lw t x s l q h t , l g 0, 1 . 4.9 .  .   .g /x
From the proof of Theorem 2 we need only find the conditions on
 .  . yg  .g t, x s w t x y ax y h t so that a priori upper estimates for
 .  .4.9 ] 4.2 can be found.
 .  .  .Suppose now x t is a positive solution of 4.9 ] 4.2 . Let
a
H t s l w t x t y y h t . .  .  .  .g /x t .
Then
H t F l w t x t q h t . .  .  .  . .
w x  .  .Let t g 0, T be as in g1 . Using 4.8 we get
T
x t s x t q K t , t , s H s ds .  .  .  .H
0
T
F R q K t , t , s l w s x s q h s ds .  .  .  . .H2
0
T
F R q K t , t , s w s x s ds, 4.10 .  .  .  .H7
0
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where
T
< < < <R s R q h max K t , t , s s R q h . .1 17 2 2 4t , t , s
w x . 0 < <Let Y s C 0, T , R with the C -norm ? . Define an ordering on Y by`
w xy F z m y t F z t for all t g 0, T . .  .
w xFor any t g 0, T define a linear operator T : Y ª Y byt
T w xT y t s K t , t , s w s y s ds, t g 0, T . .  .  .  .  .Ht
0
 .  .As K t, t , s G 0 and w s G 0, we know that T is a positive operator.t
 .Now inequality 4.10 can be rewritten as
x F R q T x 4.11 .7 t
w xfor some t g 0, T .
 .Using the inequality 4.11 repeatedly, we can get
ny1
m nx F T R q T x 4.12 . t 7 t
ms0
for all n G 1.
 .From 4.12 we can obtain the inequality
ny1
m n< < 5 5 5 5 < <x F T R q T x .` `t 7 t
ms0
5 n 5 w xTherefore, if T - 1 for some n G 1 and for all t g 0, T , we can find at
 .  .priori estimates for the possible positive solutions of 4.9 ] 4.2 . Hence
 .  .4.3 ] 4.2 has at least one positive solution by Theorem 2.
A slight modification of this argument can give the following result.
 .  .THEOREM 3. Suppose that g satisfies g1 ] g4 . Moreo¨er if
 .  .g5 9 x# [ max r T - 1t
w xtg 0, T
 .  .is satisfied, then the problem 4.1 ] 4.2 has at least one positi¨ e solution.
Here, T : Y ª Y is defined byt
T q w xT y t s K t , t , s w s y s ds, t g 0, T , .  .  .  .  .Ht
0
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and
5 n 51r n 5 n 51r nr T s lim T s inf T .r t t
nª` nG1
is the spectrum radius of T .t
As an example, let us now consider the existence of positive 2p-periodic
 .  .  .solutions of Eq. 1.1 . In this example, T s 2p and w t s a 1 q cos t G 0.
Define U : Y ª Y byt
T w xU y t s K t , t , s 1 q cos s y s ds, t g 0, T . 4.13 .  .  .  .  .  .Ht
0
Then T s aU .t t
 .As a first approximation of the spectrum radius, we use 4.13 to obtain
T
< <U y t F y K t , t , s 1 q cos s ds. .  .  .  .`Ht
0
One can compute that
T
I t , t [ K t , t , s 1 q cos s ds .  .  .H
0
1 2< < < <s T t y t y t y t q cos t y cos t .2
and obtain
p 2 q 4
x [ max I t , t s . .1 2w xt , tg 0, T
 .As x# F ax we can use Theorem 3 to know that Eq. 1.1 has a1
positive 2p-periodic solution if
2
y1a - x s f 0.1442.1 2p q 4
w xIt is interesting that this result is completely the same as that in 15 .
In order to improve this result, one can continue this procedure. For
 .example, by 4.13 we have
T2U y t s K t , t , s 1 q cos s .  .  . . Ht
0
=
T
K s, t , u 1 q cos u y u du ds. .  .  .H
0
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Thus
T T2 < <U y t F y K t , t , s 1 q cos s K s, t , u 1 q cos u du ds .  .  .  .  . . `H Ht
0 0
< <s J t , t y , . `
where
T
J t , t s K t , t , s 1 q cos s I s, t ds. .  .  .  .H
0
w xFor any t, t g 0, T , t / t , the inequalities
K t , t , s ) 0, 1 q cos s ) 0, I s, t - x .  . 1
w xhold for all s g 0, T with finite exceptions. Thus
T
J t , t - x K t , t , s 1 q cos s ds .  .  .H1
0
s x I t , t F x 2 . .1 1
Hence
’x [ max J t , t - x . .2 1
w xt , tg 0, T
As x# F ax , we use a numerical computation to obtain that if2
a - xy1 f 0.15322
 .then Eq. 1.1 has at least one positive 2p-periodic solution.
 .  .Remark 2. Suppose that no singularities are presented in 4.1 ] 4.2 .
 .2Let l s i2prT , i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , be the eigenvalues of the operatorsi
x ¬ yx0. Assume that
g t , x g t , x .  .
c t s lim inf , c t s lim sup .  .y qx x< <x ª` < <x ª`
exist and satisfy
w xl F c t F c t F l , ; t g 0, T 4.14 .  .  .i y q iq1
for some integer i and both the inequalities hold strictly on a subset of
w x0, T of positive measure, then the nonuniform nonresonance theorem
 .  . w xasserts that 4.1 ] 4.2 has a solution, see 4, 7 . Thus Theorem 3 of this
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paper shows that the singular equations have a different nonresonance
 .phenomenon because the condition g5 9 does not require the inequalities
 .4.14 .
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